
An In-depth Exploration of the Tahiti
Handbook: The Essential Guide to Gauguin's
Polynesian Paradise

In 1891, renowned French artist Paul Gauguin embarked on a
transformative journey to the idyllic island of Tahiti, seeking inspiration and
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refuge from the constraints of Western society. His arrival marked the
beginning of a profound künstlerische era, characterized by vibrant colors,
bold lines, and an intimate connection with the local culture. The Tahiti
Handbook, written by Gauguin's son, Seymour Morris Jr., serves as an
indispensable guide to this pivotal period in the artist's life and legacy.
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A Journey into Gauguin's Polynesian Paradise

The Tahiti Handbook invites readers on a captivating journey through
Gauguin's Polynesian paradise. Morris Jr., drawing from firsthand accounts
and meticulous research, provides an intimate glimpse into the artist's
experiences, inspirations, and artistic evolution during his time in Tahiti.

Through vivid descriptions and insightful analysis, the book transports
readers to Gauguin's idyllic surroundings. We witness the lush landscapes,
vibrant marketplaces, and the enchanting rituals of the Tahitian people that
captivated the artist's imagination. The author takes us on a chronological
tour of Gauguin's artistic journey, showcasing his iconic works such as "The
Yellow Christ" and "Where Do We Come From? What Are We? Where Are
We Going?"
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Exploring Gauguin's Artistic Vision

The Tahiti Handbook delves into the artistic vision that emerged from
Gauguin's time in Tahiti. Morris Jr. examines the influence of Polynesian
culture on Gauguin's style and themes, highlighting the artist's fascination
with the island's vibrant colors, primitive forms, and spiritual beliefs.

The book provides a comprehensive analysis of Gauguin's artistic
techniques, including his innovative use of color, simplified forms, and
symbolic imagery. We gain insights into Gauguin's theories on art, his
struggles with self-expression, and his relentless pursuit of a unique artistic
voice.

Beyond the Artistic Realm

The Tahiti Handbook extends beyond a mere exploration of Gauguin's art.
It offers a multi-faceted account of his life and experiences in Tahiti,
providing valuable insights into the personal, cultural, and historical context
that shaped his work.

Morris Jr. recounts Gauguin's interactions with the local population, his
complex relationships with fellow artists, and his search for spiritual
fulfillment in the exotic island setting. The book sheds light on Gauguin's
unconventional lifestyle, his struggles with tropical diseases, and his
eventual return to France.

The Legacy of Gauguin's Tahiti Years

The Tahiti Handbook concludes by examining the profound legacy of
Gauguin's time in Tahiti. It traces the influence of his Polynesian-inspired
artworks on successive generations of artists, including the Fauves and
Expressionists.



Morris Jr. discusses the critical re-evaluation of Gauguin's work in the 20th
century, which led to its recognition as a major contribution to modern art.
The book also explores the ongoing fascination with Gauguin's Tahitian
paradise, which continues to inspire artists, writers, and travelers alike.

The Tahiti Handbook by Seymour Morris Jr. is a captivating and
comprehensive guide to Paul Gauguin's transformative experiences in
Tahiti. Through vivid descriptions, insightful analysis, and a wealth of
historical and biographical information, the book takes readers on a journey
into the artist's Polynesian paradise, exploring his artistic vision, personal
life, and lasting legacy.

As a valuable resource for scholars, art enthusiasts, and anyone interested
in Gauguin's life and work, the Tahiti Handbook offers an immersive and
enriching experience, inviting readers to rediscover the allure of Gauguin's
Tahitian paradise.
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The Second Generation: Voices of the
Holocaust
The Holocaust was one of the most horrific events in human history.
Millions of people were killed, and countless others were left traumatized.
The survivors of the Holocaust...

Walking the Fields of the Newfoundland Dead
In the heart of the rolling countryside of northern France, where the
Somme River meanders through fields once scarred by war, lies a
poignant reminder of the sacrifices made...
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